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Let us see what happens to the person who tries to break away from these things ask any of these people and some will
and again and you will find that as they get older they want to get away from this thing or activity because it
rather possesses them they have a great deal of difficulty feeling through this it takes their time it does many
things to the psyche or the third plane permanent body of consciousness and its ability they sometimes try to
break away from it then the fun begins because the fourth plane consciousness is getting as much fun and
excitement from it or perhaps even more so than the third plane consciousness ever got out of it and it too is
heard on the third plane it too is sought after
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Before the child is seven or eight years old he gains quite a bit of notoriety as a prophet this does not usually get quite this far the parents may become very strict but
never the less however restricted or hushed up the child gains some notoriety and is known throughout his neighborhood or community and is often listened to when
he speaks
Now let s go into detail and show you how this works it gets quite intriguing the fourth plane consciousness is positive it is a mind detail consciousness and is pictured
as a firm consciousness the consciousness carried about by the human body is a negative consciousness and is of detail mind you can see from the above description
that they are opposite consciousnesses this is why the fourth plane consciousness can hook on very firmly to the third plane consciousness or can even use the third
plane body temporarily the fourth plane body is not involved here just the consciousness so it can switch its allegiance and take over the third plane body quite freely
oftentimes this child will go into a trance or semi trance or his eyes will roll back so to speak when he is speaking these things he may go completely unconscious and
speak these words aloud which means that the fourth plane consciousness has taken over completely the third plane body of consciousness and the third plane body
when this happens energy is usually drawn from people nearby the people who are listening to this are put very much in accord with what is being done or said and
they can feel the authenticity of it or even feel that they are somewhat inferior people ignorant people will think that god has spoken to them or is speaking in the
vicinity of the person speaking who is now entranced they may feel that god has spoken to or through them those things happen in some instances
So when the message is over the person regains consciousness and cannot describe what happened cannot tell what has transpired during his unconsciousness or at
least has no cognizance of the true meaning of what was said or happening so as we observe this individual through life his ability to give these prophecies words of
warning mysteries or whatever you want to call them is becoming a bit easier they can tell when the messages or prophecies are coming they participate very readily
in the transmittal of the messages and can survive the fact very easily these people grow up and are known as trance mediums phenomena or one thing or another
Now the fact that they don t speak the truth all the time doesn t phase anyone too much the person doesn t have any control over what he is doing so he is really not
blamed for the inaccuracy the method or manner in which these messages are given to the large numbers of people that follow him all such individuals do get quite a
bit of notoriety a following so to speak or many fans they often break into print in one way or another and everyone seems to be rather happy
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